ACTIVITY OPTIONS
Valid: 2 January 2018

1 January 2019

NATURE & ADVENTURE
INCLUDED IN:
All stays

4+ night stays

OCEAN SAFARI (2 Hours)
Venture by boat to the nearby pinnacle reef for a snorkelling trip, and you could swim with the
Bottlenose Dolphins that regularly glide through these waters
easily forget. From July to November each year, you may encounter the majestic Humpback
whales in their natural habitat as they visit us on their annual migration. Whale watching is
conducted from the comfort of our snorkelling boat as we observe the whales blowing,
breaching, lob tailing and playing. Later in the season, you may encounter their newborns too!
Cost as an add-on: $85 per person, per trip (minimum 4 and maximum 10 guests)

SEE THE TURTLES (Seasonal)
Our resort is home to one of the richest turtle nesting sites in southern Mozambique. Between
November and February each year, guests have the opportunity to witness an extraordinary
feat of nature first-hand. Loggerhead and Leatherback Turtles head to this stretch of coast to
lay their eggs, and, a few weeks later, the hatchlings make their first-ever voyage to the ocean.
The resort has partnered with the Southern Mozambique Marine Turtle Nesting Monitoring,
Tagging & Conservation Programme to monitor and protect these remarkable creatures.

(± 3 hours)
In a timeless and serene setting, enjoy sundowners or
perhaps meet some flamingos! The chorus of birdsong and the chirping of African creatures
enhance the boundless beauty of nature surrounding you.
Cost as an add-on or private trip (minimum 2 people): $240 for two people

FAT BIKES
Hop onto one of our thick-wheeled fat bikes and cycle along the shoreline.
to explore our secluded bay and great exercise too!

a wonderful way

SURFING, KAYAKING & STAND-UP PADDLING
Feel the azure waters rising up below you as you surf the waves, or delight in the serenity
beyond the breakers as you glide along on a stand-up paddleboard. Kayak as a pair and bond
as seafaring adventurers, or set off in a solo vessel and challenge your inner Con Tiki spirit.

SNORKELLING OFF THE BEACH
Float in the azure waters of the Indian Ocean and observe the sea life nestled in the shore break
reefs.

BEACH SPORTS
Split into teams and enjoy an evening game of volleyball or soccer on the beach - great for
team-building, or bonding with your fellow travel companions.

Rates are quoted in US Dollars and are subject to change without prior notice. Activity rates are non-commissionable. White
Pearl Resorts cannot guarantee spotting of marine life. Activities are weather and tide dependent. Terms and conditions apply.

BUSH OR BEACH HORSE RIDING (1 hour)
Explore the nearby a bush trail on horseback, weaving through indigenous flora and fauna and
enjoy spectacular views of the ocean from high-up vantage points, or gallop along our pristine
beach and explore the beautiful natural surroundings. Guests with no horse riding experience
will need to complete at least one trail ride before riding on the beach. All rides are
professionally managed to ensure an enjoyable experience for all ages and levels of experience.
A weight restriction of 80kg - 100kg applies to all horse rides.

$ 50.00
per person, per ride

MAPUTO SPECIAL RESERVE TRIP (±5 hours)
The perfect outing for the early-morning intrepid adventurer. Meet your Game Ranger at
reception for early morning coffee & rusks to depart at 05h00. Set out for the Maputo Elephant
Reserve, which forms part of the Lebombo Transfrontier Conservation Area. Here, you may see
a variety of African antelope species, rich birdlife and possibly the rare black-backed jackal
and there is a great chance of seeing elephants, of course! A light packed breakfast in enjoyed
in the reserve, most usually overlooking Lake Hlunguti.

$ 150.00
per person, per trip
(min. 2 pax)

Pre-arrangement is essential: this trip must be booked before 19h30 the previous evening.
Hereafter, a cancellation fee of $20 per person applies.

LAKE MAMOLI GUIDED EXPLORATION WALK (1.5 hours)
This trail is a sanctuary for over 433 butterfly species, 3 of which are endemic to Mozambique.
Traditional local fishing methods using natural resources may be observed on this trail. A variety
of different tree and scrub species that act as a habitat for various small species such as small
reptiles, amphibians, birds and small mammals and even some inland marine crab species.
Commonly seen are the Red tree squirrel, banded mongoose, Samango monkey, water
monitors, vine snakes, crocodiles, crested hornbill, Livingston Turaco, crested Guineafowl, and
indigenous trees such as the jumping bean tree. Note there is an age restriction of 10+. Meet at
reception by arrangement with the guide.

$ 5.00
per person, per trip
(min. 2 pax)

GUIDED ROCKY SHORE EXPERIENCE (1 hour)
This experience is for guests who are passionately curious about the little things in life and want
to learn more about how animals have adapted to thrive in this constantly changing
environment. The activity has a story telling component that engages mythology. Rock
exploration footwear is provided at the activities centre, which is the meeting point.

$ 15.00
per person, per trip
(min. 2 pax)

PINNACLE REEF DIVING
White Pearl Resorts offers unique diving experiences at
dive spots offer something for everyone, from exhilarating shark sightings to multitudes of fish and vibrant
corals. A professional, safe and world class interpretive diving experience.
Price Per Person

REEF DIVE

$ 80.00

Explore our exceptional and classified diving reefs. Includes full dive gear.

REFERRAL DIVE

$ 90.00

Divers who have done part of their training elsewhere already, can complete it here with us. Referral
paperwork will be required on site for completion of training. Includes full dive gear. For completion
of training and certification, an additional certification fee of $ 35 will be payable.

PADI DISCOVER SCUBA COURSE (1 Day)

$ 180.00

Please note that this is not a certification course, but is a wonderful introduction to the underwater
world. Theory, pool session, 1 dive and all equipment hire.

Rates are quoted in US Dollars and are subject to change without prior notice. Activity rates are non-commissionable. White
Pearl Resorts cannot guarantee spotting of marine life. Activities are weather and tide dependent. Terms and conditions apply.

PADI SCUBA REVIEW COURSE (1 Day)

$ 180.00

A refresher for certified divers who have been inactive for a while. Includes a review of dive planning
and procedures, pool session, 1 dive and all equipment hire.

PADI OPEN WATER COURSE (3-5 Days)

$ 500.00

Qualify as an open water diver (dive independently with a buddy to a maximum of 18 meters).
Theory, pool sessions, 4 qualifying dives, equipment hire, use of all course books and certification.

PADI ADVANCED OPEN WATER COURSE (3-5 Days)

$ 450.00

Qualify as an advanced diver (dive independently with a buddy to a maximum of 30 meters). Prequalification as an open water diver is required. Knowledge development, 5 qualifying dives,
equipment hire, use of all course books and certification.

PADI ADVENTURE DIVER COURSE (3-5 Days)
The 3/5 of the Advanced certification.

$ 325.00

For Advanced certification, divers have to complete 5

that allows a diver to improve their dive skills or try a new activity underwater like deep diving, drift
diving, wreck diving, navigation, photography etc. The Adventure Diver certification recognizes
someone who has completed 3 or more adventure dives but may not have met the full requirement
for Advanced certification.

PADI RESCUE DIVER COURSE (3-5 Days)
Qualify as a rescue diver. Pre-qualification as an advanced open water diver is required. Knowledge
development, 5 qualifying dives, equipment hire, use of all course books and certification.

$ 450.00

Dive courses include the following; qualification dives where applicable, equipment hire, study manuals and online
registration. $2 Maritime Tax per person per week is charged for all divers. Guests who would like to complete a PADI dive
course are required to submit a RSTC dive medical form. All courses are weather dependent.

RELAXATION & WELLNESS
INCLUDED IN:
All stays

4+ night stays

30-MINUTE BACK, NECK & SHOULDER MASSAGE
Experience the ultimate in relaxation in our tranquil spa. Our experienced therapists will ensure
your tension melts away while you take in the smell of soothing essential oils and the sound of
the crashing waves.

LAKE WALK WITH SUNDOWNERS (± 2 hours)
Accompanied by a member of our Activities Team, enjoy a tranquil walk at nearby Lake Mamoli
followed by lakeside sundowners in this beautiful setting.
Cost as an add-on or private trip (minimum 2 people): $30 for two people

BEACH PICNIC FOR TWO
A feast for all five senses - look over the endless Indian Ocean, listen to the gentle crashing of
the waves, feel the sand between your toes, smell the unique aromas emerging from your picnic
basket and taste the flavours of Mozambique while indulging in its contents. Enjoy a private
picnic on the beach. Customise your luxury picnic basket with a variety of signature treats. The
perfect way to spend a sunny afternoon.

STARGAZING/MOON GAZING
Explore the Mozambican sky through the White Pearl telescope and you discover the beauty
and magic the night has to offer.
Rates are quoted in US Dollars and are subject to change without prior notice. Activity rates are non-commissionable. White
Pearl Resorts cannot guarantee spotting of marine life. Activities are weather and tide dependent. Terms and conditions apply.

SHORELINE FISHING
Catch fish from the glittering shoreline while enjoying the wonderful view!

BEACH BOOTCAMP
With the beach as your gym, work up a sweat whilst enjoying the view in our all-new Beach
Bootcamp class.

SPA TREATMENTS
Surrounded by soothing sounds and calming scents, experience a variety of individual and
spa treatments. Lose yourself in the breath-taking view of the lake and the calming
ocean as you experience utter revitalisation of your body and soul. Enhance your glowing tan
with skin pampering treatments and show off your beautiful and elegant, pampered feet in
pretty beach sandals.

POA

If whizzing yourself off to the undeniably beautiful spa seems like a rude distraction from your
world class suite, the therapists can come to you instead! Kindly request a spa menu for more
information. We offer signature treatments using premium product ranges, and cater to face,
body and feet!

CULTURE & PHILANTHROPY
INCLUDED IN:
All stays

4+ night stays

LOCAL TOWN TOUR
Experience the culture of Ponta Malongane on a guided town tour. Shop at the local markets,
sip R&

GROWING PEARLS
Growing Pearls is a community initiative created by White Pearl Resorts with the purpose of
giving back to the local community and empowering its people. Guests can become involved
and share in our vision of building a stronger community. We love to take our guests on a tour
of the local villages to not only experience the different cultures, but also see current and future
projects of Growing Pearls. We are also proud members of Pack for a Purpose, an initiative that
allows travellers to make a lasting impact in the community at their travel destination. By saving
just a few kilos of space in your suitcase and bringing supplies for area schools or medical clinics
in need, you'll make a priceless impact in the lives of our local children and families. Please
contact us for details of supplies needed for our projects.

LOCAL DRUMMING PERFORMANCE
Enjoy a traditional dancing and drumming show in our Boma area before dinner, performed by

SOS (SAVE OUR SEAS) WALK
Help us save our marine life! From time to time, assorted flotsam & jetsam can unfortunately
involved in, we have large litter collection bags available at the Activities Centre. Alternately
join our staff, who tackle the problem as a team every Saturday at 7h45 departing from the
Activities Centre. Meet us there!

Email: reservations@whitepearlresorts.com
• Tel: +27 11 026 2674 or +27 11 026 7178
For special offers, terms and conditions, visit our website:

www.whitepearlresorts.com
Rates are quoted in US Dollars and are subject to change without prior notice. Activity rates are non-commissionable. White
Pearl Resorts cannot guarantee spotting of marine life. Activities are weather and tide dependent. Terms and conditions apply.

